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STRUCTURE OF COUPLE CATEGORIES

CHANG Ku 1M

1. Introduction

Let S be the category of all sets and C be a category. A covariant func

tor F : C-..S will be called a grounding of C. Dually, a contravariant functor

F: C*-S is called a cogrounding of C, where C* is the dual category of

C. Cat(C, S) denotes the functor category, which has functors from a small

category C to S for objects and for morphisms the natural transformations be

tween two functors from C to S, and CO(C, S) denotes the couple category

of C [5].

It is known that any small category C can be embedded into Cat (C, S)

and Co(C,S)

In this note, we shall be to establish the results on the conjugates of ground

ings and cogroundings of a category C and some results on couple categories.

Next we shall prove that the functor category Cat (C*, S) and the full sub

category Con(C, S) of CO(C, S), has the natural couple (G, G*, m) for objects

and for morphisms the conjoint transformations (G,G*,m)-(G', G'*,m),

are equivalent.

2. Conjugates of groundings and cogroundings

Any cogrounding F of a category C is said to be dominated by a set S

of objects of C if every set F(A), A is an objects in C, is a union of sets

F (f) [F(B) ], B ranging over the elements of S and f ranging over morphisms

in Homc(A,B).

H F is dominated by some set of objects, it is called proper.

DEFINITION 1. Let F: C*-S be a cogrounding of a category C. The

grounding F* : C-S, such that for each object A of C, F* (A) is the set

Hom (F, hA) of all natural transformations from F to hA=Homc( , A) and

for each morphism f: A-A' in C, pEF(W) and I/JEF*(A),

[F*(f) (I/J)]w(p) =f·¢Jw(p)
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is called the cfmjugate of F.

Dually we can define the conjugate G* of grounding G as follows;

G*(A)=Hom (G,hA),

[G*(f) (e)]w(p)=ew(p)·f

for pEG(W), f; A-B, eEG*(B).

PROPOSITION 1. If a cogrounding F of C and its conjugate F* are proper

then there is a natural transformation from F to F**.

Proof. Let 7J: F-F** be as follows: For each AEOb(C) (=the class of
objects of C),

7JA: F(A)-F**(A)=Hom(F*, hA)
W lIJ
P I --+p

where PB(P*)=P*A (p)for all p*EF*(B). Then for g: A_A' in C and
pIEF(A' ),

[7JA·F(g)] (p') = 7JA[F(g) (P)J

[F**(g) ·7JN] (P') =F** (g) [7jA' (P') J=h(g>·1JN (p'),
where h(g) : hA'_hA•

For BEOb(C) and qEF*(B)

[7jA[F(g) (p') J]B(q) =qA[F(g) (p')J

while

[h OO ·7/A(P')]B(q)=hBOO [7jA·(p')JB (q)

=qA'(P') .g.

Since q : F-hB is a natural transformation, we have

qA[F(g) (p') ]=h(g)[qN (P') J=qA' (P'). g

Therefore 7j : F- F!I'* is a natural transformation.

We say that a grounding (cogrounding) F of C is reflexive if F is proper,

and F* is proper and the' natural transormation 1J : F- F** is the natural

equivalence.

PROPOSITION 2. Let F I : Cat (C*, S)-Cat(C, S) and F2 : Cat(C, S)*

Cat (C*, S) be two contravariant functors such that FI(F) =F* for all FE

Ob(Cat(C*, S» and for 7J: FI-F2 in Cat (C*, S), e E F2*(X), [FI(7J)]x(e)

=e·1J, and f61' GEOb(Cat(C,8), p.: GI-G2 in Cat (C, S), t/JEG2*(X),

F2 (G)=G*, [F2 (p)]x(t/J)=t/J·p.. Then tlw:'two functors HomCat(C·.S)(-, F2)

and HomCat(C.S)(-, F I) from the product category Cat(C*,S)*xCat(C,S)*

to S are naturally equivalent, where for (F, G) ECat(C*, S)*xCat(C, S)*,
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is commuta-

[Hom (-,F1-)J (F,G)=Hom(G,F1(F)=F*) and [Hom(-, Fz-)J (F,G)

=Hom (F, Fz(G) =G*) respectively.

Proof. For each (F, G)ECat(C*, S)*xCat(C, S)*, we define a mapping

'¢cF,G) : Hom (G,F*)~Hom(F,G*) as follows; for ~EHom(G,F*), pE

F(X), qEG(W) and X, WEOb(C)

[[¢CF,G) (~) Jx (P) Jw (q) = [<Pw(q) Jx(P).

Then for ~h ¢zEHom(G, F*), if
(jJCF,G) (¢l) =¢CF,G) (~),

[[~lJW(q) Jx(P) =[[~zJw(q)Jx(P)

for all pEF(X) and qEG(W). We have [~lJW=[~ZJw and ~1=¢Z. Next we

.wall show that the diagram

o/CFhGO
Hom(Gh F1*) -+Hom(Fh G1*)

I I
Hom(7J,r1 (v)) 1 lHom(v,r.(7J))

o/CF2G.)
Hom (Gz, Fz*) -+Hom(Fz,Gz*)

where Tj: G2~GIECat (C, S) and v : F2~FIECat (C*, S),

tive. For each ~EHom(Gh F1*),

[Hom (v, Fz(Tj)) ·¢CF1.G,)J (~) =F2(1)) ·¢CFhGl)(~)·V

.and for pzEFz(X), qzEG2(W),

[[Fz(1)) ·¢CFhGl)(¢) ·vJx(Pz)Jw(qz)

=[[Fz(Tj) Jx· [¢CF•. G') (¢) Jx ·Vx (Pz) Jw (q2)

= [[¢CF,.G') (~) Jx vx(Pz) Jw· [Tjw (qz) J

= [<Pw[Tjw (qz)JJx· (vx(Pz)).

While

[[[¢CF.,GV· Hom (1), F1(v)) J (~) Jx (Pz) Jw (qz)

= [[¢CF..G,v • (F1(v) .~.Tj) Jx(Pz) Jw(qz)

=[(F1(v) ·~·Tj)W(q2)JX(PZ)

= [[F1 (v) Jw·¢w·Tjw (q2) Jx(Pz)

=[<Pw.Tjw (qz) Jx(vx(Pz)).

Therefore ¢ is a natural equivalence.

A diagram in a category C is a functor D: I~C whose domain cate·

gory I is a small category, [2J, [3J.

DEFINITION 2. The limit functor /\D of a diagram D in a category C is

the functor
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!\D=kD·K: C-Cat(l.C)--S
ill ill ill
W I----+Kw f.--+Hom(Kw, D)

where for all WEOb(C) , K w is the constant functor, and a limit of the

diagram D is a representation (Wo. ifJ) of !\D (d. [6J), where ifJ is a nat

ural equivalence from kw to I\D. Dually we can define the colimit functor

and colimit of a diagram in C.

PROPOSITION 3. There exists a natural equivalence from the :limit functor

of a diagram D in a category. C to the conjugate of a grounding of C.
Proof. Let D: I-C be a diagram :in C and !\D=kD·K be the limit

functor of D. If we define GD : C-S as follows; GD(X) is a disjoint union

Ui"r kD(i)(X) of the sets hD(i) (X) forXEOb(C), and [GD(p)J(J)=p·f for

p: X-Y in C, fEGD(X), then GD is a grounding of C. Let define the

mapping ¢w: Ao(W)-GD*(W) for WEob(C) and tpEAD(W) as follows;

[¢w(tp) Jx(,x) =,x.tp. (i)

where ,xEkDW(X)CGD(X) and iEI. On the other hand if we define the

mapping ¢o(i): Kw(i)-D(i) as follows; ifJo(i)=[ifJDCDJ[IDw) for an

element ifJEGo*(W) and iEI, then since ifJ is a natural transformation,

kW(D(m»·ifJDw=ifJow·GD(D(m» for m: i-j in I Hence for IDw : D(i)

-D(i) (in C),

[kW(D(m» ·ifJD(i)J (ID(i» =hw (D(m» [ifJD(i) (ID(i» J
=hw((D(m) )ifJo(i) =D(m)ifJo(i)

[ifJD(i) ·GD(D(m» J(ID(i» =ifJD(j) (ID(J) =ifJoW,

that is, the diagram

KwCi) = W-D(i)

!I iD(m)

Kw(J) = W-D(j)

commutes. Therefore ifJo is a natural transformation from Kw to D and if we

take [¢wCc;6o)J=ifJ, then ¢w is an isomorphism. For a morphism a: V- W

EC, consider the diagram

</Jw
.G*(W)Lo(W)

I I
LD(a) 1 1GD*(a)

Lo(V) .c*(V).
<pv

(1)
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For xE(Hom(D(j),X» (CGD(X» and ~ELD(W)

[[GD* (a)¢wJ (~)Jx(.x)

=[GD*(a)[¢W(~)Jx(.x)

=[h<a). (¢)Jx(.x)

=hx<a)[¢W(~)Jx(x)

=hx<a) (xo~(j) =.xoq;(j) ·a,

while
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(2)

[[¢yoLD<a)J(~)Jx(X)

= [.py. (~·K(a)Jx(.x)

=.xo[(~oK(a» (j)J

=.xo[~(j)oK(a) (j)J=xoq;(j) °a (3)

From (2) and (3) we prove that the diagram (1) is commutative. Hence we

have the natural equivalence ¢ : LD-GD*. This completes the proof.

3. Couple eategories

This section of the paper is a sequel to my paper on couple categary [5Jo

DEFINITION 30 A coupling of a cogrounding F and a grounding G of a

category C is a function.

m: U<X,Y)ECXC F(X) xG(Y)~U(X'Y)ECXCHomcCX, Y)

such that
F(X) xG(Y)~Homc(X,Y)

W W
(p, q) I--------m(p, q)

and for f: W~X and g: Y~Z in C,
m(Fif) (P), G(g) (q»=gom(poq) of.

PROPOSITION 4. There is a one-to-one corespondence between couplings m of

F and G, and natural transformation It :G~F* defined by

[fJ-y(q)Jx(p)=m(p,q) (4)

for pEF(X), qEG(Y)o

Proof. Let K be a set of ail couplings of F,G, and ¢: K~Hom(G,F:")

such that ¢(m)=fJ- where It satisfies the condition (4)0 Then¢(m)=¢(n) im
plies m=n. For any Hom(G,F*), let m be a function from UF(X) xG(Y)

to UHom(X, Y) satisfying the condition (4)0 Then for f: VI~X and g:

y~Z

m(Fif) (P), G(g) (q) (=[ltz(G(g) (q)Jw(F(f) (P»
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= [hg-,uy(q) Jw (F(f) (p))

=g[[,uy(q) Jw (F(f) (P)J

=g[hy(f) -C,uy(q) Jx(p)]

.=g[[,uy(q)Jx(p)·f

=g-m(p-q) ·f

Hence m is a coupling of F, G_ This completes the proof.

A grounding couple on a category C is a triple F= ('F, F', mF) consIStmg

of a cogrounding , F, grounding F' of C and coupling mF of ' F, F'.

Morphisms F=('F,F',mF)-G=('G,G',mc) of grounding couples are

conjoint transformations 7j= ('7j, 7j') which are ordered pair of natural trans

formations '7j: 'F-+'G, 7j': G'-+F', satisfying mG(7j'x(p),q)=mF(P,7j'(q)) for

pE'F(X), qEG'(Y).

The category, which has these grounding couples for objects and for mor

phisms the conjoint transformations, is called a couple category of C and we

denote it by CO(C, S) [5J-

Let G be a cogrounding of a category C and a mapping

m: U<X,Y)ECXC G(X) xG*(Y)-n<X,Y)ECXC Homc(X, Y)

satisfy m(p,q)=qx(p) for pEG(X) and qEG*(Y). Then for f: W-X

and g: Y-Z in C, we have

m(G(f) (p), G*(g) (q))=[G*(g) (q)Jw(G*(f) (P))

=[hOO(q)Jw«G(f) (p))

=hw(g)[qw(G(f) (p))]

=fJw(G(f) (P))

=hwOOqx(p)

=g·qx(p) ·f

=g-m(p-q) -f

Hence mG is a coupling of G and G*. A couple (G,G*,mG) (ECo(C,S)

is called a natural coupIe. For two natural couples (G, G*, mG) and (G', G'*,
mG') let 7j : G-G' and 7j*: G'*-G* be natural transformations such

that 7j*y(q)=q-r; for qEG'*(Y)_ Then for pEG(x) and qEG'*(Y)

m(p, 7j*y(q)) = [r;* y(lf) Jx(p)

= [q-r;Jx(p)

=qxr;x(P)

=m(r;x(p), q).
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Hence (7),7)*) is conjonint transformation from (G, G*, me) to (G', G'*, mc')

Thus we have the full subcategory of Co (C, S), which has natural coupies

for objects and for morphisILs conjoint tranformations (7),7)*). The full sub

category of natural couples is called the natural couple catef(ory and denoted

by Con (C, S).

LEMMA. A functor T; A~B is an equivalence if and only if there is a

functor S ;B~A together with natural equivalences

<P; IB=T·S and ¢ ; ST::-'lA, [4J
PROPOSITION 5. The functor ¢; Cat(C*,S)~Con(C,S) such that ¢(G)

= (G, G*, mc) for all GEOb(Cat(C*, S)) and ¢(7)) = (7), 7)*) for all morphisms

7) in Cat (C*, S) is an equivalence functor.

Proof. Let ifJ ; Con(C, S) ~Cat(C*, S) be a functor such that ifJ(G, G*,

mc)=G and ifJ(7),7)*)=7) for (7),7)*) : (G,G*,mc)~(G',G'*,mG') and <p:

1CatCc"S)~ifJ'¢' Then <Pc; 1calcc',S) (G)~ifJ'¢(G) =G is an identity mor

phism and <p is a natural equivalence. Similarly we can obtain the natural

equivalence <p': ¢ifJ"'lconcc"S)' By the lemma the functor ¢' is an equiv

alence.

COROLLARY 1. The functor category Cat (C*, S) is embedded into the couple

category Co(C, S) and C is embedded into Con(C, S).

A groimding couple F=('F,F',mF) is said to be separated if f.l ; F'~

,F* and ' f.J. ; , F~F*' are monomorphic ([5J, [3J). A cogrounding G is said

to be separated if its natural couple (G, G*, mF) is separated.

DEFINITION 4. A subcategory A of a category B is called a separating

subcategory if for every two distinct morphisms f, g ; X~ Y in B, there

exist an object Z in A and h ; Y~Z such that h·f=l=h·g.

We can know that a cogrounding F of C is separated iff F and F* are

reflexive. By Proposition 5, we have the

COROLLARY 2. The natural couple category Con (C, S) is separated iff

Cat(C, S) is separated.
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